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Mama Couture is the hit book for 2011. "Told in the style of such great women writers as Kathy Lette and
Maggie Alderson, Moya Kate will have you laughing till you cry and wishing you could be Til even if it was
only for a week. This story is real, it's funny, it's honest and most of all it is hilarious she has given women
everywhere a voice that says yes; you can be a mother, but you can also be a million other things as well and
you can do it all while wearing a fabulous pair of stilettos." Courtney Nicholas for TLC Books on Twitter
"The must-have guide to pregnancy and parenthood; Mama Couture shows mums they can have it all - and
save the planet too." Emily, mother of two. "Hilarious. Til's bumbling adventures into parenthood are so real.
Unputdownable." Kylie, pregnant with her first baby. "Fantastic escapism from wiping the baby's bottom. One
minute you're on a glorious Sydney beach, the next you're shopping in Paris and then front row at New York
Fashion Week." Sam, mother to twin girls. "Fred wins 'Sexiest male character in a book' award. Watch out
Dads." Andrea, mother of two. Cover blurb: Til Fisher has the perfect life: a wardrobe full of designer clothes,
a fantastic job, and a social life to die for.
She dreams of one day going to Paris - and of taking the fashion label she works for with her. But on New
Year's Eve, Til makes the ultimate fashion faux-pas: teaming the sexiest shoes on the planet and a few too
many champagnes with a virile, six-pack, unshaven suit. When the dust from the glitter ball settles, Til

discovers she's pregnant and the realities of becoming a mother descend: soon she's suffering unrelenting
morning sickness and throwing embarrassing, hormonal tantrums at her local baby store. Nine months pass (as
Til swells to yak-like proportions) and the unexpected happens: Til finds she loves spending time with her
hilarious, screaming bag of wind and dreads the end of her maternity leave, looming as nastily as the scar
across her once-perfect abdomen. Instead of returning to her money-mad job, Til chooses a different path: a
decision that takes her further than she ever dreamed; a decision that may not only changes her life but the
lives of women all around the world.

